11 Tips to
Enhance Your
Marketing
Campaigns

Innovative Ways to Take
Your Marketing from
Relevant to Remarkable
Connect More. Sell More. Save More.

Today’s brands are looking at
the entire customer journey
and leveraging consumer

Direct Marketing experts concur it is
necessary to make the most of every
customer interaction. This report provides
insights on how to create customer journeys

insights to understand who

that deliver exceptional brand experiences.

their customers are as well

You will gain proficiency through data-

as their preferences for
engagement and connection.
The industry is evolving
from stand-alone marketing

driven marketing exploration and learn about
the latest in channel integration and strategic
solutions as well as the importance of
personas, analytics, individualized marketing,
and unique mail piece design while building
digital experiences.

campaigns to incorporating

What matters the most and what unlocks the

multiple connection points

potential to accelerate response improvement

to engage in long-term
conversations.

the fastest? Learn how to implement the latest
tips and technologies so you can connect to
your customers like never before.

If you are seeking inspiration, clear insights and strategic direction
on how to connect the entire brand experience along the customer
journey, read on.
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Amp Up Your
Response
with Audience
Selection
THE SECRET TO MARKETING
SUCCESS LIES IN THE
AUDIENCE YOU DESIRE
TO REACH

customer’s gender, age, and purchase history
might predict the likelihood of a future sale.
In predictive modeling, data is collected for
the relevant predictors, a statistical model is
formulated, predictions are made and the
model can then be validated or revised as
additional data becomes available.
Behavioral — the timing of their response,
average order size, what motivated them
to respond, what channel they responded
to, etc.
Demographics — age, income, gender,

No other element impacts your results

or geographic location.

as significantly as your data file. Targeting

Psychographics —The classification

the audience most likely to respond is a

of people according to their attitudes,

marketer’s top priority. If you are not reaching

habits, hobbies, behaviors, and other

the right person, then nothing you say or do

psychological criteria.

will be effective. Fortunately you can target

Sociodynamics — The next step beyond

the right prospects with razor precision.

“psychographics”, sociodynamics

Improve the results of your campaign by

establishes links between demographic,

modeling your house (customer) file and

social, psychological, and cultural

the geography in which you do business.

characteristics.

This provides valuable insights about the
individual characteristics of your best
customers.
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future behavior or reaction. For example, a

This intelligence allows you to find, through
additional list sources, prospects that “look
like” or possess characteristics similar to your

A predictive model is made up of a number

best customers. Most direct marketers select

of variable factors that are likely to influence

audiences based on a combination of more
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than one factor — finding prospects with
similar demographic characteristics who
have responded to you or to someone else
via direct marketing in the past.
Implementing persona marketing takes
audience identification and predictability
to yet a higher level. A buyer persona is a
semi-fictional representation of your ideal
customer based on a combination of market
research and real data about your existing
customers. Building these personas for
your core audience can improve the way
you solve problems for your customers.
You can be more strategic in catering to
each audience, internalize the customer
you are trying to attract and relate to them
as fellow human beings. Combining persona
marketing with variable technologies
creates an optimal setting for developing
game-changing, data-driven decisions.
The application of these decisions allows
you to launch campaigns that improve the
overall effectiveness of your marketing
strategies and increase your bottom line.
Your goal is to acheive higher response
rates with more effective lists while
reducing the number of pieces mailed.
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Think
Customer First
POWER YOUR MARKETING
WITH INDIVIDUALIZED
CUSTOMER INSIGHTS

relationships and deepen customer intimacy.
Today’s successful direct marketers recognize
that customer-centric communications
are paramount to influencing their target
audience’s behavior. The axiom of delivering
the right message to the right customer at
the right time remains a critical element to
achieving campaign objectives. It is critical

Today, people are more connected than

to define the target audience(s) in great

ever before. They can choose when, where

detail, understand the problems they want

and how they consume information and

to solve, and when they might be the most

how they interact with media and brands.

receptive to an offer. Knowing your target

They can compare products and prices

audience allows you to create copy, offers

instantaneously and have new avenues to

and incentives they can relate to — increasing

gather information, engage with brands, and

the odds they will take the desired action

purchase products and services. Customers

and respond. Gone are the days of blanketing

have more choices and marketers have more

the universe with one offer for all. Today you

ways to reach them, but fewer chances to

must be much more analytical to develop

get it right. Every customer journey is unique.

a true understanding of the customer and

And every touchpoint is an opportunity to

ensure that your campaigns are targeted

leverage valuable data to nurture customer

and your promotional offers are meaningful.

Incorporate
a Strong Call
to Action
YOUR OFFER SHOULD BE
IRRESISTIBLE, BUT ALSO
OBVIOUS, AND EASY TO
RESPOND TO

Here is a list of
tried-and-true call
to action phrases to
get you started:
Click Here
Call Now
Buy Today
Register Now
Contact Now

In a world where the consumer is increasingly
in charge, it is ever more important for a
business to offer value that extends as far
as possible. Compelling offers can do a great
deal for your brand, and your bottom line,
as long as they are done well. How can you
implement strong calls to action to create

Sign-up Here
Reserve Now
Get a Free Quote Today
Talk to an Expert
Immediate Download

call to action elicits a sense of urgency with

Join Now

the reader, and provides clear direction

Start Now

on how to respond to the offer quickly and

See it in Action

easily. It must be personal and relevant, and

Watch Our Tutorial

not take the time to search your marketing
materials to figure out how to take action.
When you want customers to contact you,
it is your job to make it extra easy to do so.
Remove as many barriers as possible between
you and your prospective customers. If they
have to think too much about it, they may not
bother to contact you, and you lose the sale.
Put yourself in your prospect’s shoes and
at the end of every piece of copy, ask, “Now
what? What do I do next?” If your copy answers
that question, you have a great call to action.
If not, then you need to answer it, because
your reader will ask the question if you don’t.
The most powerful words in direct marketing
copy are: free, you, your, new, bonus,
satisfaction guaranteed, order now
and success.
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Add to Cart

engagement and build brand loyalty? A strong

it is important to remember that readers will
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Enroll Now

Learn More
Take the Tour
Donate Today
Find Out More

Make it Personal
PERSONALIZATION BREATHES
NEW LIFE INTO PRINT
DELIVERABLES, MAKING
THEM MORE EFFECTIVE
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actionable content and applying variable
customization to every touch point in your
marketing campaigns is fundamental to
marketing success. Adding sophisticated
hyper-personalization of consumer-specific
relevance not only increases engagement but
it inspires action. Personalize your campaigns
by referencing the consumers’ last purchases,

The number one benefit of personalized

inquiry or donation amount; pointing them

messaging is increased response rates.

to the store nearest their mailing address;

Most marketers know instinctively that

incenting them with rewards or coupons

personalization can increase response,

based on past activity, or acknowledging

it has been tested and proven a multitude

their birthday or some other life milestone

of times. Relevant content = higher response

with a special offer. Advancements in ink jet

rates. Not only do response rates go up,

and digital print technologies allow you take

but when consumers respond to a marketing

the personalization concept even further by

program that is relevant to them, they

customizing imagery, content and messaging

often spend more than they would have

to different groups or audience segments, or

had they received a static message. It is

directly to the individual consumer based on

imperative to personalize your marketing

behavioral, attitudinal or personal preferences.

communications and maximize data points

Mine your data to more fully engage the

to create content that appeals to consumers

consumer and forge longer and more

on an individual basis. Converting data into

fruitful relationships.
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Integrate
Marketing
Channels
GROW VALUE ACROSS
ALL CHANNELS
The direct marketing model has long
been one of silos – of developing content
specific to a particular medium, resulting
in a fragmented state and the absence of
brand and messaging consistency across
channels. Today’s world isn’t about print
or digital, brochures or websites. It’s about
engaging customers across multiple channels,
from printed collateral to the web to mobile
devices – and beyond. There’s no question
that brands must provide experiences
for their customers that take advantage of
both the digital and physical spaces. The
difficulty comes in making sure that transition

Today’s world isn’t about
print or digital, brochures
or websites. It’s about
engaging customers
across multiple channels.
7
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is fluid by skillfully shifting engagement to a
combined digital and physical experience,
translating your brand across multiple channels
to deliver the right messages to the right
audiences in the right media.
Experts know direct mail is most effective
when integrated with other media channels.
Response rates will generally rise. Which
channels work best with direct mail? The ones
that are the most effective in reaching your
target audience! Understanding consumer
media preferences, and more importantly,
which channels your customers prefer to
respond to will help you determine the
media to use for your campaign. Carefully
consider the timing of each outbound touch
and consistency across channels.

Make Your
Marketing
Remarkable
INNOVATIVE DIRECT MAIL
DESIGNS PUSH THE ENVELOPE
MAKING YOUR MARKETING
STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD
Great design begins with powerful insights.
Today’s marketers often struggle with innovating

as zipper pull or snap edge, or die-cut the
envelope flap to add interest or enhance
creative. Once the recipient opens your
marketing piece, keep him/her engaged
with unique graphics-enhancing die-cuts,
personalized stickers, coupons, tipped-on
cards, inserted premiums, and eye-popping
imagery and graphics. Use every aspect
of the piece to the fullest extent possible
to represent your brand and the product
or service offered, repeatedly stating the
desired call to action throughout.
• Innovative formats that increase response

creative formats to cut through the clutter.

rates can include unique folding techniques

Dimensional and detail-enhancing engagement

that captivate and involvement devices

devices grab attention, increase the value of

within that engage. Create interaction

your printed materials and incent action.

with the consumer with special windows,

There are many unique and innovative ways

die-cuts, pop-outs or flaps that will inspire

to create stand out formats, including:
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• Incorporating an “opening device” such
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your audience to spend more time with

Spark interest, command wonder and attention, and
encourage engagement with unexpected formats.

your brand messaging, and talk about
your product or service.
• Select Segment On-Demand® combines
a hyper-personalized component atop a
magazine within any segment of the mailing
list from that issue. This allows publishers the
ability to polybag an offer letter, personalized
with information unique to the recipient,
along with the magazine – all in one complete
package. Select Segment On-Demand®
allows for highly-personalized attached
letter mail or onserts to be included while
maintaining just one mail stream.
Spark interest, encourage engagement and
create stand-apart marketing pieces that
drive response and push the limits of paper
to command wonder and attention. Test an
unexpected format to grab audience attention
and wrap up your marketing message in an
“I had to respond” experience.
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Make it a
Memorable
Experience
customer experience

TURN YOUR PRINT CONTENT
INTO A VIVID SENSORY
EXPERIENCE THAT WILL GET
YOUR AUDIENCE TALKING

across all touchpoints

Today’s print is more powerful than ever

Having a positive

is becoming a marketer’s
most valuable asset.

before. It can include lifelike textures
that wow the senses, vibrant colors that
command attention, and awe-inspiring
digital technologies that entertain and
inspire the viewer. Publication or catalog
covers, brochures, retail inserts, direct mail
or print ads all benefit by incorporating
groundbreaking finishing techniques that
compliment your brand, and differentiate
your marketing message.
Treatments such as textured coatings
can give your pages a feel that’s all their
own. From bumpy to soft, dimpled, sandy,
writeable textures, or simulated leathers
and velvet – you can incorporate a coating
that matches your product attributes and
strengthens your message. These textures
draw attention to your content and help
reinforce your brand.

10
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Moreover you can make your content shine
with specialized colors and custom inks.
Scented areas, or a wide range of custom
inks like metallic, gold glitter, fluorescent, and
glow-in-the darks amplify your message and
inspire readers to learn more about, and
eventually purchase the highlighted product.
With custom inks and coatings, your design
choices are virtually endless. You can use the
contrast between glossy and matte areas of
the page, or fluctuate between fluorescent
and traditional inks to create a one-of-a-kind
look. Giving your print materials a unique
look and feel is a great way to capture the
customer’s attention and build your brand.
Doing so, you provide a distinct visual
and tactile experience that’s sure to draw
attention. By creating a unique look, your
print content immediately stands out on a
magazine rack or in the mailbox. As a result,
you increase the odds that a prospect will
pick up your publication or browse your
products or spend time with your message.
Using print technology in an innovative way
also helps customers remember your brand
well after their initial encounter. Entertaining
state-of-the-art innovation from an array of
interesting, engaging and unique finishing
techniques that be easily incorporated within
your print run will show you just how far the
printed piece can take you.
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Take Advantage
of Interactive
Technologies
CREATIVE WAYS TECHNOLOGY
CAN BE USED TO START A
CONVERSATION WITH YOUR
CUSTOMERS

smartphones to get more information or
content from the printed page, linking your
print content to mobile friendly pages, social
media, phone numbers or text messaging
services through a proven, familiar path.
Static QR codes drive all users to the same
offer or content, while variable QR codes
personalize destination content from firstname greetings to prepopulating data fields
for one-click purchasing, registration or opt-in
forms, and more. These coded images merge

Marketers consistently seek ways to

the physical and digital worlds and transport

break through the constant noise that

customers to digital properties so they can

can overwhelm consumers. Interactive

immediately interact with your business.

print combines the power of print with the

Image Recognition (IR) connects print

immediacy of mobile technology to engage

to mobile shopping features or targeted

customers in a dynamic way when they are

content, allowing you to activate an existing

ready. Incorporating image recognition,

image or page and enhancing the experience

quick response codes, augmented reality,

by connecting to mobile content without

near field communication, or beacons into

requiring space for a QR code. Marketers

your marketing plans can drive improved

have the flexibility to change the destination

sales results and build brand loyalty.

or offer at any time without making changes

Interactive print deployed through videos,

to the printed image or page.

photos, 3D interactivity and other enhanced
content encourages consumers to explore
your brand. It can even make it easier for
them to sign up for offers or make one-click
or one-tap secure transactions.

Augmented reality (AR) turns an ordinary
piece of print into an unforgettable experience
by integrating a layer of computer graphics
into live surroundings. Audiences place a
mobile device over a trigger point to launch

In a world of constant noise and distraction,

a captivating event, allowing them to engage

Quick Response (QR) codes can connect

and interact on a whole new level.

brands with customers instantly. QR
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codes enable your customers to use their
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Effective engagement trumps efficiency, especially
in times of change coming at us lightning-fast.

Near Field Communication (NFC) technology

Interactive print to digital experiences in

creates seamless interaction and exchange

general also provide marketers with a richer

between enabled mobile devices and the

understanding of customer behaviors

printed page — no app is required. NFC

and demographics. They are the perfect

drives secure information exchanges and

vehicle for requesting additional consumer

mobile payments. Embed an NFC tag or

information or preferences. Robust analytics

sticker in a print piece and users simply

provide graphic and numeric representations

touch or wave an NFC-enabled device near

of key data points, giving marketers a

it to launch a variety of interactive and

deeper dive into what experiences are most

engaging experiences. This is a convenience

viewed and most effective at driving sales.

that creates commerce through secure

Increase the quantity and quality of your

one-tap transactions without the need

customer interactions, while bolstering your

to download and access an app.

brand equity and bottom line. Technology

Beacons are a low-cost piece of hardware,

can offer that bright new shiny object that

small enough to attach to a sign, wall or
countertop and use Bluetooth connections
to transmit messages or prompts directly to a
smartphone or tablet. Beacons are effectively
transforming how retailers, event organizers,
transit systems, enterprises, and educational
institutions communicate with people indoors.
Brick-and-mortar merchants know they
need to step up their game to compete
against e-commerce retailers, and beacons
with their proximity marketing and indoor
positioning technology, can be an effective
mechanism for driving customer acquisition
and retention. Retailers are adopting
beacons to provide customers with product
information, flash sales or deals, and to speed
up the checkout process with a completely
contactless payment system. And consumers
are receptive to beacons as a way to enhance
their in-store shopping experiences.
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catches attention. But once you have that
attention, you need proven strategies, strong
creative and a powerful message to hold it
and turn it into engagement. Using today’s
most innovative technology, your next direct
marketing campaign can be more impressive
and engaging than ever. Bring your brand to
life while you bridge the gap between print
and digital properties to connect customers
to your brand in every space it resides.

Testing 1, 2, 3
ALWAYS TEST NEW PACKAGES,
COMPONENTS, CREATIVE,
COPY, OR OFFERS
The secret to direct marketing success is
continuous testing. Every element of every
campaign, regardless of channel, is subject to
improvement. Testing helps you identify the
optimum audience, the most powerful offer,
the most compelling copy, design and format.
Testing allows you to refine your approach, learn
more about your audience and improve results.
Testing is not a one-time event. To really
understand if any element of your direct
marketing is working, always include at least
one tracking method to know who responded
to which offer.
Potential testing variables include:
Campaign timing — season, month, holiday
List — sources, segmentation methods
Format — size, shape, number of pages, etc.
Creative — photos, fonts, text, layout
Messaging — length and tone of copy,
headlines, notes, P.S.
Personalization — relevancy to the reader
Offer — discounts, premiums, incentives,
free shipping
Payment — pay in full, bill later, installments
Call to action — strength, impact of
Response mechanism — mailed reply,

14
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toll-free telephone, direct online (personalized
URL, IR, AR, QR code), coupon redemption
You’ll need to determine which variable(s)
to test and measure against an established
baseline or control, making sure the test size
is statistically significant. If you are testing two
offers against each other, make sure you mail
each offer separately to similar audiences
using the same mail package, or if you are
doing list testing, send identical offers and
creative treatments to different lists so you
can determine which performed best.
Direct marketers employ several testing
methodologies:
Sequential — measure the response to,
then make an adjustment and deploy it again
to see if the response rate rises or drops
A/B Testing — tests one variable two ways
to see which one pulls a better response
Multivariate — more sophisticated form of
testing that aims to reveal the combination
of variables that outperforms all others.
Incorporating a rapid test and learn platform
accelerates progress and reduces test and
learn time by statistically testing the potential
impact of a variety of variables on consumer
response before going to market. Using
this process predicts which combination of
components will provide the greatest response
rate and ROI. Employing the insight of what
will work before going live reduces the testing
process time, shortens time to results and
assures higher success rates at lower costs.

Measure,
Analyze, Adjust
TRACK AND MEASURE
ACTUAL RESULTS, NOT PAST
EXPERIENCE OR THEORIES,
TO CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE
YOUR MARKETING PROGRAMS
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measured in many ways. Cost per acquisition
(CPA) and return on investment (ROI) are
two examples. With digital technologies,
marketers can instantly bridge the gap
between the physical and digital worlds
connecting customers to branded content
and easily tracking their behavior. The data
you gather helps to create more focused
and productive campaigns. As you’re planning
your marketing program, you’ll want to
consider tracking tools and analytic programs

Now more than ever, you are challenged

to measure campaign success and provide

to continuously improve return on advertising

insights into what drives consumers to

or marketing spend, which makes capturing

purchase. Factor in acquisition or conversion

response and measuring campaign effectiveness

rates, incremental lift, lifetime value, or other

an imperative. Robust tracking tools and

attributes and the associated program costs,

analytics will help you uncover opportunities

and you’ll identify more effective and efficient

for marketing success. The financial success

ways to fine-tune, manage and improve your

of a direct marketing campaign can be

cross-channel marketing investment.
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Partner with
a Solutions
Provider You
Can Trust

marketers’ cross-channel marketing goals.
Integration is driven by the idea that if you
provide an ideal customer experience,
two things will happen: Response will
be maximized by covering key customer
interaction points across channels, enabling
“channel skating,” and profit will increase for
the business overall by not spending more

CHANNEL INTEGRATION IS THE
#1 CHALLENGE FOR MARKETERS
TODAY. WORK WITH A PARTNER
THAT ADAPTS TO THE CHANGING
MEDIA LANDSCAPE, AND IS
ON THE LEADING-EDGE OF
INNOVATION
Consumers expect a consistent brand

than necessary in an effort to do the same
thing in every channel.
Successful integration requires that
technology, teams and processes be aligned
to drive cross-channel experiences. Finding a
marketing solutions provider with a reputation
for innovation, quality and customer service,
on-time delivery, and seamlessly integrated
campaign management tools to plan, execute,
measure and analyze your vision can be a

experience regardless of the channels

daunting task.

they choose to use. Unfortunately, the

We have the resources and know-how to be

plethora of channels — direct mail, email,

your provider. With a full integration of solid,

mobile devices, social networks, store kiosks,

data-driven, one-to-one marketing solutions,

websites and search engines — make it

we will help you achieve the highest level of

challenging to integrate technologies,

response in every channel. If finding a marketing

people and processes to provide a unified

solutions provider capable of handling every

experience to the customer. Maximizing

aspect of your integrated marketing campaign

revenue and profit are the foundation of

is your goal, please consider Quad.

“With Quad’s help in building personas and executing more strategic

marketing communications, we are catering to our audience, resonating
with the customer we are trying to attract, and relating to them in a way
that encourages response.”
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- V.P. of Marketing, National Insurance Company
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